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Handwritten Notebooks

• Writing  to  learn activitie s

• Re fle ction

• Discussion

• Brainstorming

• Re search note s

• Colle ct 2 – 3 time s p e r 
se me ste r

• Minimal fe e d b ack

• Comp le tion g rad e s



I stopped teaching with handwritten notebooks when COVID-19 happened.

• I couldn't collect physical notebooks.
• Designing new online content was time consuming.
• There were so many new things I had to learn about teaching in hybrid 

modalities.

And yet I "knew" that handwritten assignments were important.

Why?
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Notetaking: Students who take handwritten notes perform significantly better on exams than students 
who take notes on a laptop, especially with the "conceptual application" of  material (Mueller and 
Oppenheimer).

• Computer – non-generative (verbatim) notetaking
• Handwritten – generative (summary and paraphrase) notetaking

Multitasking: Multitasking on a laptop impairs comprehension during learning activities. Multitasking also 
impairs comprehension of  learners nearby who are not multitasking (Cepeda et al).

Cognitive costs of  writing: Writing by hand demands fewer cognitive resources than writing on a 
computer. This is important when we consider that more complex forms of  writing (e.g. persuasive vs. 
narrative) and/or writing about new or complex ideas draws on the same "pool of  working memory" 
(Bourdin and Fayol).



Handwritten Annotations

• Markup

• Marginal Notes

• Upload photos to a 
dropbox



Double-entry / Dialectical Notes

• Left column – Information from the 
text

• Right column – Questions, 
connections, reactions, etc.

• Upload photos to a dropbox



Spring 2021 – Return to Handwritten Notebooks

• Face-to-face and livestream meetings.
• Our notebooks facilitate active learning activities during class.
• I don't collect notebooks - acknowledging the nature and purpose 

of  low-stakes writing (e.g. working on our ideas and writing before 
sharing with others).
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